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Range Progress

Crews from Paragon have installed the noise
reduction panels along the top of the
concrete ceiling and framed out the rear air
plenum wall. This week they started to hang
the steel ceiling baffles along the south side
of the range. These baffles are suspended in
the air by chains that are mounted to a
ceiling bracket. In the coming weeks you will
see this range totally transform!

Community Room

Crews from Bennett & Brouseau have
continued installing the metal panels
under the community room and on the
tower with their focus next week on the
entrance points into the building.

Here is a sneak peek at the
“before” and “middle”.
In the coming weeks you will see
the finished product.
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Video Clip of the Week
In this week’s time-lapse video, you will see
that even the local geese like to walk
around our property! The weather all
week made outdoor activity very difficult,
but crews continued to work outside as
long as Mother Nature would allow it.
Click on the link below to view:

https://youtu.be/zl38uE7f_RE

Building Exterior
Exterior site work has been slow. The rain has put a damper on the parking lot and
curb work. However, the design and bid of the exterior building signage (monument
& wayfinding) has been completed. Quantum Sign Corporation out of Sugar Grove
was awarded the exterior building sign package and has started work on the sign
designs.
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Interior Photos

Building Interior
With two months left in the project there is a lot of work to be done. Crews have been
working feverishly on finishing and programing the building mechanical units,
installing the interior carpet, tile, millwork and cabinetry, completing final ceiling
inspections and closing up the ceiling as well as completing the range construction.
Interior wall construction in Records is also in progress with the reception counter
lower wall and ballistic glazing installation. The photos on this page tell the story!
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